


Custom Chrome Springer Front Ends
These kits accept late model fenders, brakes and wheels with 3/4"-diameter axles. 
The reinforced top and bottom trees reduce flex and improve handling. They feature 
TIG welded alloy steel construction for strength and durability, and fit most Big Twins 
from 49-10. Kit includes main springs, fork legs, neck, top nut, crown nut, rocker 
assemblies with brass bushings and top clamp. Available fully chromed, or black 
with chrome rockers, top clamp and springs. They fit all cast neck Big Twin models 
from 49-07 with 1" neck bearings (except FXR, Dyna Glide and Touring models), and 
require the use of risers with 1/2"-20 mounting bolts.
Note: Use the sizing chart below to determine which length would be the best part number for your particular 
application.

Black and Chrome Front Ends
08636 
08635 
08637 
08638 
08639 

Stock 22" assy., with Approval
 -2" under stock, with Approval
+2" over stock, with Approval
4" over stock, with Approval
6" over stock, with Approval

640736 8" over stock
340737 10" over stock
640738 12" over stock
640739 14" over stock
640740 16" over stock
640741 18" over stock
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Xzotic Rocker Boxes for Evolution and Twin Cam Models
Add a touch of nostalgia. Transforms your bike to look like a Pan or Knuckle. 
Compatible with Original Equipment rocker components. Complete kits include 
front and rear rocker box assemblies, gaskets and hardware.

Chrome Pan-Style
02017 Fits Twin Cam models from 99-13
602097 Fits Twin Cam models from 99-13 BLACK
02000 Fits Evolution Big Twins from 84-99 (except FXR models)
602095 Fits Evolution Big Twins from 84-99 (except FXR models) BLACK
02022 Fits Evolution FXR and Dresser models from 84-00, and Evolution Sportster 

models from 86-12
602096 Fits Evolution FXR and Dresser models from 84-00, and Evolution Sportster 

models from 86-12 BLACK
02011 Pan cover gaskets (Set)



Fit the Front of all Single and Dual Disc Models (except Buell, V-Rod, 
06-11 Dyna and 08-13 Touring Models) from 84-13  11.5” Diameter

602771 Nitro 18



Fit the Front of all Single and Dual Disc Models (except Buell, V-Rod, 
06-11 Dyna and 08-13 Touring Models) from 84-13  11.5” Diameter

602771 Nitro 18
LED Turn Signals ‘Tiny’
Available in black with smoke lens or chrome with clear lens.
619244 Black smoke lens (pair), E-mark only for rear use
619245 Chrome clear lens (pair), E-mark only for rear use



Baker F5K and F6K: Factory 5-Speed & 6-Speed KICKER KITS
Bolt on kicker kits are nothing new. Over the years many have come and gone for 
one common reason: they all relied on a ratchet hub or shaft extension that screwed 
on to the end of the mainshaft in place of the 3/4-16 nyloc jam nut. They all eventu-
ally broke for the same reason. The end of the shaft snapped off! The new F5K and 
F6K kicker kits use a ratchet hub that presses onto the shank of the mainshaft, then 
the O.D. of the ratchet hub presses into the oversized door bearing. The ratchet hub 
is effectively located and secured from moving by the oversized door bearing.

F5K & F6K FEATURES:
•	 Tranny	case	removal	from	bike	NOT	required	for	installation
•	 Hydraulic	type	kits	come	with	1.5”	piston,	11/16”	or	Harley	master	cylinder	

required for matched compatibility
•	 Cable	type	kits	come	with	ball	ramp	actuator
•	 New	BAKER	heavy	duty	stainless	steel	straight	kick	arm
•	 New	BAKER	bronze	kick	pedal	with	5/8”	spindle
•	 Compatible	with	Factory	starter	or	Firestarter
•	 93-06	FL	models	require	a	BAKER	FF	Oil	spout
•	 Door	and	cover	pre-assembled	as	shown
•	 Gaskets,	fasteners,	&	fork	rod	included
•	 2	year	unlimited	mile	warranty
•	 Some	exhaust	systems	may	interfere,	consult	CC	sales	techs
624125 Baker	F5K	hydraulic	type,	polished	door	&	cover
624126 Baker	F6K	cable	type,	black	door	&	polished	cover
624127 Baker	F6K	hydraulic	type,	black	door	&	polished	cover
624128 Polished door cover cable
624129 Baker	F6K	hydraulic	type,	polished	door	&	cover
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632485

632486

“Slimline” Chrome & Leather Solo Seats
These are just about the coolest seats you can find for a no-bullshit, minimalistic 
bike!	We’ve	chromed	our	narrow	&	wide	“Slimline”	seat	pans,	then	riveted	on	a	
piece of black leather with chrome rivets for a strikingly cool look. No padding 
here………just	the	basics	Bro!	The	narrow	version	measures	11	1/2”	long	X	9”	wide,	
while	the	wide	version	measures	12	1/2”	long	x	11”	wide.	These	seats	are	made	from	
chrome plated heavy gauge steel plate, and feature a high-rise flip at the back to 
keep you in the saddle when you give it the gas! Way Cool!
632485  „Slimline“	chrome	&	leather	solo	seat-Narrow
632486  „Slimline“	chrome	&	leather	solo	seat-Wide



641262

16"

14"

641264

641261

641263

Burly Narrow Glide Ape Hangers
These	tapered	bottom	1”		bars	look	just	right	when	installed	on	models	with	Narrow	
Glide front ends like Sportster and most Dyna’s. Slotted and drilled for easy internal 
wiring. Installation will require longer cables and extension of handlebar wiring. Fits 
all models from 82-13 (except models with Throttle-by-Wire)

Chrome
641279 12"	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Chrome
641262 14”	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Chrome
641264 16”	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Chrome

Black
641278 12"	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Black
641261 14”	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Black
641263 16”	Narrow	Ape	Hangers,	Black



641262

16"

14"

641264

641261

641263
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650012

650387

Santee “Designer Series” ‘Y Pipes’ by John Reed
Created by Custom Chrome’s master designer John Reed to make a statement and 
make it with authority. Available in 1 3/4" and 2" with a tasty show chrome finish. 
Unless your neighbors are bikers too, you’re going to ruffle some feathers with 
these pipes!
11447 1 3/4" for Softail models 84-13
650387 1	3/4”	for	Softail	models	84-13	black
650367 1	3/4"	pipes	for	Pandemonium	&	Jammer	88	Shovelheads	or	Pan/Shovel	with	

STD cylinder heads€
650010 2" for Softail models 84-13
650144 2" for Softail models 07-13
650012 2" for 71-84 FX and 81-84 FL Shovelheads
650388 2”	for	71-84	FX	and	81-84	FL	Shovelheads,	black

Optional Heat Shields
650364 Optional	heat	shields	for	#650144	&	650010
650365 Optional heat shields for #650012



Motogadget Cups for 49 mm Tiny Series
Motogadget gauge cups for the Tiny series are available in different versions. 
Mounted with handle bar clamp, included.
652561 Streamline cup, highgloss polished 
652562 Streamline cup, black anodized 
652563 Groove cup, black anodized with contrast cut  
652564 Vintage cup, brass 



Motogadget Cups for 49 mm Tiny Series
Motogadget gauge cups for the Tiny series are available in different versions. 
Mounted with handle bar clamp, included.
652561 Streamline cup, highgloss polished 
652562 Streamline cup, black anodized 
652563 Groove cup, black anodized with contrast cut  
652564 Vintage cup, brass 

Motogadget Tiny Series
The new Motogadget 49 mm Tiny Series has following functions: Speed indication 
up to 200 km/h (or mph), trip odo (km or mi), total odo (km or mi), maximum speed 
(km/h or mph), on-board voltage, time, 4 LED indicator lights.
652565 MST SPEEDSTER BLACK 
652566 mST	SPEEDSTER	POLiSHED	
652567 MST VINTAGE BRASS565



652971

652972

652975

652979

Thunderbike Side Mount License Plate Brackets “Long” & 
“Short”
The	“Long”	version	comes approved!	Please	order	the	licenze	plates	separately	
(683843-683850)
652967 Side Mount Long S/T 00-07 black, Approval
652968 Side Mount Long S/T 08-13 black, Approval
652969 Side Mount Short S/T 00-07 black
652970 Side Mount Short S/T 08-13 black
652973 Side Mount Long V-Rod black, Approval
652974 Side Mount Short V-Rod black
652975 Side Mount Long Dyna 06-07 black, Approval
652976 Side Mount Long Dyna 08-13 black, Approval
652977 Side Mount Short Dyna 06-07 black
652978 Side Mount Short Dyna 08-13 black
652979 Side Mount Long XL 04-13 black, Approval
652980 Side Mount Short XL 04-13 black
652981 Side Mount Long XL 91-03 black, Approval
652982 Side Mount Short XL 91-03 black16
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653007 18x20 cm, polished
653008 18x20 cm, black
653009 18x20 cm, flat black
653010 20x20 cm, polished
653011 20x20 cm, black
653012 20x20 cm, flat black
653013 22x20 cm, polished
653014 22x20 cm, black
653015 22x20 cm, flat black
653016 24x20 cm, polished
653017 24x20 cm, black
653018 24x20 cm, flat black
653019 Netherland, polished (21x14,3 

cm)
653020 Netherland, black (21x14,3 cm)
653021 Netherland, flat black (21x14,3 

cm)
653022 Austria, polished (21x17 cm)
653023 Austria, black  (21x17 cm)
653024 Austria, flat black (21x17 cm)

653027 Norway, polished (22x15 cm)
653028 Norway, black  (22x15 cm)
653029 Norway, flat black (22x15 cm)
653030 Denmark, polished (24x16,5 cm)
653031 Denmark, black  (24x16,5 cm)
653032 Denmark, flat black (24x16,5 

cm)
653033 Belgium, polished (14x17,4 cm)
653034 Belgium, black  (14x17,4 cm)
653035 Belgium, flat black (14x17,4 cm)
653036 Switzerland, polished (18x14 

cm)
653037 Switzerland, black  (18x14 cm)
653038 Switzerland, flat black (18x14 

cm)
653039 Sweden, polished (19,5x15,5 

cm)
653040 Sweden, black  (19,5x15,5 cm)
653041 Sweden, flat black (19,5x15,5 

cm)

Inside License Plate Holder by Thunderbike
CNC machined from Billet aluminum, polished or powder-coated black. With holes 
for wiring harness (invisible mounting, frame system). For combination with our 
side mount license plate brackets and taillights. Available in black, flat black or 
polished in most common and country specific sizes.



653042 653044 653045 653046

653048 653049 653051 653053

Taillight for Inside plates by Thunderbike
The perfect combination to Thunderbikes inside license plate 
program. Available in polished, black or flat black version.

Taillights
653042 Taillight Alcatraz, polished
653043 Taillight Alcatraz, black
653044 Taillight Alcatraz, flat black
653045 Taillight Bullet, polished
653046 Taillight Bullet, black
653047 Taillight Bullet, flat black
653048 Taillight Pyramid, polished
653049 Taillight Pyramid, black
653050 Taillight Pyramid, flat black

License plate illumination
653051 License plate light, polished
653052 License plate light, black
653053 License plate light, flat black



653042 653044 653045 653046

653048 653049 653051 653053

Taillight for Inside plates by Thunderbike
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653051 License plate light, polished
653052 License plate light, black
653053 License plate light, flat black

PM Super Gas Air Cleaner
653243 For	93-13	Twin	Cam	&	EVO,	black
653244 For		93-13	Twin	Cam	&	EVO,	chrome
653245 For 08-13 FL models with throttle by wire, black
653246 For 08-13 FL models with throttle by wire, chrome
653247 For 91-13 XL Sportster models, black
653248 For  91-13 XL Sportster models, chrome

Face plate inserts for PM Super Gas aircleaners
653252 SEVEN, contrast cut
653253 SEVEN, chrome
653254 HEATHEN,	contrast	cut
653255 HEATHEN,	chrome
653256 WRATH,	contrast	cut
653257 WRATH,	chrome

Optional parts
653250 Internal rain sock for Super Gas aircleaners
653251 Scrub bag for Super Gas aircleaners

Upgrade kit to PM face plates for SE and Ness Big Sucker aircleaner
653249 Pm	SE	&	NESS	upgrade	kit	adapter	for	Pm	face	plates

HEATHEN INSERTWRATH INSERT

SUPER GAS AIR CLEANER SEvEN INSERT & RAIN SoCk

SCRUb bAG



Metzeler ME 880 Tires
Fashionable, reliable x-ply tyre dedicated to the perfect visual fitment of heavy elite-
style Touring-Cruiser motorcycles. Trendy look and high quality finishing to support 
further distinctiveness to heavy exclusive Cruiser bikes. Single-radius tyre contour fea-
tures neutral bike behaviour and degree of control in all conditions, perfectly com-
bined with excellent high speed stability and riding comfort. Offset tread grooves for 
high wet safety feeling and water drainage and long-lasting mileage characteristics

Front tires (Marathon)
86547 ME880 front tire 120/70B-17 TL 58V
86505 ME880 front tire 130/60R-18 M/C 60V
86507 mE880	front	tire	110/90H-18
86508 mE880	front	tire	120/90H-18
86509 mE880	front	tire	100/90H-19
86510 mE880	front	tire	110/90H-19
86511 mE880	front	tire	80/90H-21
86549 mE880	front	tire	90/90H-21	54H
686241 ME880 front tire 120/70-21 M/C 62V TL
685952 mE880	130/90-16	m/C	67H	TL
653334 ME 880 140/70-21 76V reinf. TL
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Motogadget m-blaze Cone Handlebar Turn Signals with 
E-Approvalwith E-Approval
Motogadget m-blaze handlebar turn signals with patented TranzLight-Technology 
are sold separately for each side. They fit 22 mm and 25,4 mm handlebars. We 
recommend the use in combination with m-Grip from motogadget.
653766 m-Blaze Cone Left 
653767 m-Blaze Cone Right



RBS Grenade Oil Coolers
RBS can really crack, grenades oil cooler could also shoot your bike in the right 
orbit. Unique in appearance and a unique design that brings your bike in the cor-
rect starting position. Comes polished or black for EVO model 84-99 and Twin Cam 
models 00-13 including frame clamps.
653923 Oil cooler kit 32 m/m polished, Twin Cam 00-13 
653924 Oil cooler kit 32 m/m black, Twin Cam 00-13
653925 Oil cooler kit 29 m/m polished, Softails 84-99
653926 Oil cooler kit 29 m/m black, Softails 84-9953923



RBS Grenade Oil Coolers
RBS can really crack, grenades oil cooler could also shoot your bike in the right 
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Crime Scene Choppers Rapide 4.5” Headlights
The Rapide headlight features a distinctive scallop design, with matching grill and 
uses	either	a	4.5”	sealed	beam	lamp	or	the	Crime	Scene	Choppers	triple	lamp	unit	
with 175 watts of penetrating candlepower (not included, please order 630466).  
The Rapide headlight is available in two different finishes; a satin aluminum bucket 
with highlighted scallops and a polished brass grill, or all chrome.  Check out the 
matching LED tail light and air cleaner.  The headlight comes complete with the 
hand finished body and grill, stainless hardware, mounting block, gasket and wir-
ing harness.
630463 4.5”	Chrome	plated	with	chrome	grill,	Shell	ONLY	(bulb	not	included)
683380 NEW!	CSC	Rapide	4,5''	Headlight	black,	Shell	ONLY	(bulb	not	included)
652725 Polished finish with brass grill, shell only

630463

683380



Performance Machine Contour Forward Controls
The	11/16”	Contour	master	cylinder	integrates	racing	technology	in	both	the	push	
rod and piston for less effort at the pedal. Contour Forward Controls are designed to 
work with PM Brake Systems as well as OEM and other aftermarket brakes. Now avail-
able for both stock kickstands and customs that use frame mounted kickstand (Left 
side does not have bracket or mounting holes for OEM style kickstand) for a clean 
smooth look. Brake Pedal Assembly: Forward mount brake pedal is manufactured 
from billet aluminum with stainless steel shaft for strength and long life. The brake 
pedal is mounted forward of the foot pedal for ease of use and is fully adjustable. 
Arms ride on Teflon bearings for a perfectly smooth, corrosion free operation. Shift 
Pedal Assembly: Manufactured from billet aluminum and stainless steel. The shift 
lever	is	fully	adjustable,	rides	on	Teflon	bearings	and	utilizes	the	stock	HD	kickstand	
and return Foot Pegs: The Round style and original Contour foot pegs are uniquely 
designed for comfort and style. The new easy to replace rubber inserts provide a 
non-slip surface and protect the pegs. The pivot is completely redesigned and is now 
polished stainless steel. Foot Pedals: The rubber inserts and rubber wrapped pedals 
provide a non slip surface and protect the pedals. The brake side pedal is mounted 
forward of the foot peg for immediate braking response without lifting your foot 
from the foot peg and is fully adjustable. Master Cylinder: The Contour master cylin-
der	is	designed	to	match	our	handlebar	controls	and	features	an	11/16”piston	for	the	
ultimate in braking power and feel.

Contour forward control kits for Softail models from 00-09
684203 With	Contour	pegs	&	pedals	(pictured),	contrast	cut
684204 With	Contour	pegs	&	pedals	(pictured),	chrome
684219 With	round	pegs	&	pedals,	contrast	cut
684220 With	round	pegs	&	pedals,	chrome

2” extended Contour forward control kits for Softail models from 00-09
684205 With	Contour	pegs	&	pedals	(pictured),	contrast	cut
684206 With	Contour	pegs	&	pedals	(pictured),	chrome
684221 With	round	pegs	&	pedals,	contrast	cut
684222 With	round	pegs	&	pedals,	chrome
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4 Piston Integrated Differential Bore Caliper
Late	model	Softails	are	now	sporting	a	200mm	wide	rear	tire	on	a	17”	rim.	To	fit	all	
that	wheel	in	the	standard	size	swingarm,	HD	changed	out	the	brake	system.	Pm	
has taken it one step further and created a rear brake that replaces the OEM unit, 
looks better and stops faster! This system is designed specifically for the 06-07 and 
newer Softails that come stock with a 200mm tire. 06-07 Models that still come with 
a 150mm tire will use the PM system below. Except 08-09 may use this system with 
both the 200mm and 150mm tire size. May have to remove rotor when installing on 
a stock wheel.

For models 06-07
684440 Integrated caliper/bracket for Softail models, contrast cut
684441 Integrated caliper/bracket for Softail models, chrome

For models 08-09
684408 Integrated caliper/bracket for Softail models, contrast cut
684409 Integrated caliper/bracket for Softail models, chrome



Performance Machine 2-Piston Caliper & Bracket
Two piston caliper designed for custom bike builder. Brackets are axle mounted 
and	floating.	Use	the	same	bracket	for	right	and	left.	For	dual	calipers	&	brackets,	
order two.
684140 Bracket	for	11,5”	discs	and	3/4”	axle,	polished
684444 Bracket	&	caliper	kit	for	11,5”	brake	rotors	and	3/4”	axles,	polished



Performance Machine 2-Piston Caliper & Bracket
Two piston caliper designed for custom bike builder. Brackets are axle mounted 
and	floating.	Use	the	same	bracket	for	right	and	left.	For	dual	calipers	&	brackets,	
order two.
684140 Bracket	for	11,5”	discs	and	3/4”	axle,	polished
684444 Bracket	&	caliper	kit	for	11,5”	brake	rotors	and	3/4”	axles,	polished

Slimline Risers by Biltwell
Cast and polished 1 inch tall stainless steel risers with stainless steel hardware for 1 
inch bars.
685462 Polished stainless shorty risers
685463 Black stainless shorty risers

685462

685463



Metzeler ME 880 Tires
Fashionable, reliable x-ply tyre dedicated to the perfect visual fitment of heavy 
elite-style Touring-Cruiser motorcycles. Trendy look and high quality finishing to 
support further distinctiveness to heavy exclusive Cruiser bikes. Single-radius tyre 
contour features neutral bike behaviour and degree of control in all conditions, per-
fectly combined with excellent high speed stability and riding comfort. Offset tread 
grooves for high wet safety feeling and water drainage and long-lasting mileage 
characteristics
653336 mE	880	mU85	B	16	m/C	77H
685951 mE	880	130/90	-16	mC	73H	TL
653335 mE	880	150/80	-16	71H	TL
683546 ME 880 170/60 R17 M/C 78V reinf TL
683613 ME880 rear tire 180/55 R-18
86736 ME880 rear tire 200/60 R-16 M/C 79V
687664 mE880	200/70	B15	m/C	82H
86737 ME880 rear tire 210/50 ZR-17 M/C 78W
86504 ME880 rear tire 240/50V-16
86512 ME880 rear tire 240/40V-18
687673 ME 880 260/40 VR18 M/CTL 84V rear tire
686569 ME880 rear tire 280/35 R-18 84V
683052 ME880 300/35VR18M/CTL 87V
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’Müller’ Lowering Kits with Approval for Softail Models
With these German-made kits you can lower your bike approximately 1" (25 mm) 
from stock.
84808 Fits all Softail models from 89-99 (Bushings included)
687086 Fits all Softail models from 00-13



Taylor Pro-Spark High-Performance Plug Wire Sets
The best ignition system and coils in the world won’t help fire plugs with ineffective 
plug wires. Color-matched plug boots are bonded directly to the wire in 90° and 
180° styles in pre-cut or universal kits. Universal kits include two 24"-long spark plug 
wires with a 180° boot bonded to one end and a 90° boot bonded to the other. 
Choose proper boot style, cut the wires to length, and attach the coil boots to the 
cut ends.

‘Pro-8’ Wire Sets
Spiro-Wound resistor wires are made with highly-conductive materials – the core 
is  thermally-cured and has two conductors that act as a mini-circuit of resistance in 
parallel. The result is a wire that has 1/10th the resistance of normal resistor-core 
plug wires, yet provides protection from interference that can play havoc with 
stereos, CB radios or sophisticated electronic ignitions. It is appropriate for point or 
electronic ignitions in racing or street applications.

Series Custom Fit Wire Sets
Year Model # Engine Model Yellow

Softail
89-99 FL / FX Softail 602132

00-13 FL / FX Twin 
Cam Softail (except Rocker Models) 602136

08- FXC Twin 
Cam

Softail Rocker or center mount Twin 
Cam Coils 602160
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Performance Machine Contour Handlebar Controls
Contour Hand Control Complete Package
Complete	Pm	Contour	hand	control	package,	includes	brake	master	cylinder	(9/16”	only),	clutch	
lever	(cable	or	hydraulic)	right	&	left	3	button	switches,	brake	light	switch,	dual	cable	throttle	
housing,	clutch	side	spacer,	and	even	a	set	of	our	Contour	grips!	Will	not	fit	08-13	FLH	models.
684342 Complete set with hydraulic clutch, contrast cut

684343 Complete set with hydraulic clutch, chrome

684344 Complete set with cable clutch, contrast cut
684345 Complete set with cable clutch, chrome

PM’s Contour machined brake master cylinder is a thing of beauty! The gracefully 
curved one piece body, and refined internals represent the very best in CNC art-
work.  



Kustom-Tech Weld-On Spinner Gas Cap
Kustom Tech spinner style gas cap can be welded to all tanks to give that old school 
look, its all billet machined for steel tanks.
696051 Weld-On Spinner gas cap



Kustom-Tech Weld-On Spinner Gas Cap
Kustom Tech spinner style gas cap can be welded to all tanks to give that old school 
look, its all billet machined for steel tanks.
696051 Weld-On Spinner gas cap

ThunderMax ECM with Auto-Tune Closed Loop System by 
Zipper’s
The ThunderMax makes sense in the long run as the system can grow and change as 
your engine does—just load a new map! ThunderMax software, firmware and maps 
updates are free and accessible 24/7 with an Internet connection so you’re only a 
mouse-click away from the latest available data and product support.  Dyno Tuners 
can access Advanced User SmartLink software that allows full custom mapping of 
virtually any engine combination.  The ThunderMax is designed and manufactured 
right here in the USA and backed by a 3-year warranty! Requires exhaust system 
equipped for or modified for use with two oxygen sensors. 10-11 Touring models 
require relocation of the oxygen sensor bungs in the head pipes for 18mm Wide-
Band sensors..
645500  ThunderMax ECM with AutoTune Closed Loop System. Fits 02-07 Touring 

models, 01-10 Softail models and 04-11 Dyna Glide (except CVO) models

Installation and How-To videos available on-line (YouTube – ThunderMaxAV), and 
New AutoMap software feature creates new base map based on AutoTune automati-
cally generated AFR corrections Adjust and Monitor



Black Ness-Tech Micro Die-Cast Mirrors
•	 Small	stylish	designs	for	custom	applications
•	 Black	anodized	die-cast	construction
•	 Hardware	for	Harley	and	Cruiser	models
•	 Sold	each
648344 Scoop Triangle - left
648345 Scoop Triangle - right
648346 Mini Oval - left
648347 Mini Oval - right
648348 Rad II Teardrop - left
648349 Rad II Teardrop - right
648350 Four Point - left
648351 Four Point - right

Four Point

Scoop Triangle

Mini oval

Rad II Teardrop
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M-Can Adapter a World Novelty from Motogadget!
M-Can - the adaptor for trouble-free installation of instruments directly at the 
OBD interface. With help of a tiny box the installation of sensors for speed or tach 
becomes	superfluous.	Every	Harley	Davidson		from	04	on	has	an	OBD	interface	(ON	
Board Diagnosis) in form of a 3-pole plug connector on the bike. With the digital 
adaptor M-Can which is simply plugged into this connector, instruments of the 
Motoscope series are linked directly to the digital data bus of the motorcycle. The 
installation and connection of sensors for speed and tach is not necessary anymore. 
Now this data is read directly from the diagnostic interface. The power supply of the 
instruments is also fed by the OBD interface. With this adaptor it’s possible to con-
nect a ‘motoscope mini ‘ without any other connection work on the motorcycle. Also 
the signal for the MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) for trouble codes from engine 
and periphery can be indicated by connection of a LED / warning lamp. A complete 
exchange of the original instruments is possible and also customizing of the latest 
models is an option without reducing operational safety. The M-Can is only a tiny, 
fully molded box, an OBD plug and a long connecting lead to the instrument. It is 
resistant to vibrations and water. Operation is guaranteed up to under 5 V of on-
board voltage and therefore corresponds to all SAE specifications for motorcycles. 
Not for CAN-Bus models.
696287 M-Can Adapter



Fit the Rear of all Big Twin and Sportster Models 
from 81-13 (except 81-99 & 08-13 Touring Models) 
11.5” Diameter

602773 Nitro 18
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11.5” Diameter
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Performance Machine Contour Belt Drive Primary 2“
The PM Contour Belt Drive Primary has several key features that make it superior to 
other belt drives. The motor plate and lock up clutch are designed to tolerate the 
power of big motors. Clutch action at the lever is eased by use of lower rate springs, 
while the inertia activated lock up feature keeps things from slipping when the 
power is poured on. Completely replaces the stock primary and utilizes a narrow belt 
for lightweight, better cornering clearance and does not interfere with access to for-
ward controls. Designed to integrate seemlessly with PM Mid Mount Controls. Will 
fit	all	91-09	HD	Softails,	Dynas	and	many	customs.	Does	not	fit	FLH	or	FXR	models.	
Dyna models must use forward controls or the integrated PM mid Mounts on page 
35. The Primary is available in chrome and Contrast Cut finishes. The Contrast Cut 
finish features a blacked out primary integrated with machined Contrast Cut covers 
and the same quality internals.
684381 Fits 91-06 Softail, contrast cut
684382 Fits 91-06 Softail, chrome
684383 Fits 07-13 Softail, contrast cut
684384 Fits 07-13 Softail, chrome

TM



Headlight and Spotlamp Inserts for European Countries
ECE-approved inserts for all headlights and spotlamps for use in European coun-
tries. Available for right hand traffic also. Units do not include the bulb. Sold each.

For 4 1/2" Spotlamps and Headlights
85019 Replacement 4 1/2" 35/35W Bilux insert for CC #85857 (E-Mark approved)
85018 12V,	H3	Fog	Light	unit
85020 12V,	H3	High	Beam	unit
85022 O-ring set for aftermarket late-style spotlamps E-Mark approved)
85021 O-ring set for Original Equipment spotlamps (E-Mark approved)

For 5 3/4" Headlights
84838 12V,	H4	unit

For 7" Headlights
85795 12V,	H4	unit	(SAE/DOT)	with	parking	light,	without	ECE
682425 12V,	H4	unit	(SAE/DOT)	with	parking	light,	with	ECE19
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Custom ‘Bobber Style Gas Tanks’ by Cole Foster
An absolutely beautiful new tank designed with the keen styling of Cole Foster - 
Salinas Boyz Customs. The tanks feature a mini pop-up gas cap, and a unique raised 
tapered bead down the center of the tank. Each tank has been designed to fit to 
stock frames but can also be easily adapted to any custom application. They use the 
existing stock rubber mounts or are included as needed. Fuel capacity is 2.35 gallons.
600155 Fits Evolution Softail models from 84-99 and 4-speed FX and FL models
Note: These applications require the front frame dash mount to be cut off and rear screw hole modified.

600157 Fits carburated Twin Cam 88 Softail models from 00-06
600154 Fits Sportster models from 82-03

600157

Weld-In EFI Plate for Custom Tanks
Covert any custom tank to EFI by welding this plate into the base of the tank. Then 
bolt in an (OEM 75268-07) Sportster type fuel pump (not included) and you are 
ready	to	go.	Plate	dimensions	are	approximately	8.5”	x	5.25”	total	width	and	length.	
minimum	width	and	length	of	space	required	for	the	pump	6.25”	x	2.75”
653105 Weld in plate for fuel pump (tank modification required)
653430 Fuel pump to be used with 641906 (repl. OEM 75268-07)



Nautical Star Points and Derby Covers by NYC Choppers
Classic design precision 3D machined for high quality and great looks! Available in 
two color choices for Evo and Twin Cam models.  

Nautical Star Derby Covers
652610 TC Derby cover polished star 
652611 TC Derby cover gold star 
652612 Evo Derby cover polished star 
652613 Evo Derby cover gold star 

Nautical Star Points Covers
652614 TC Points cover polished star 
652615 TC Points cover gold star 
652616 Evo Points cover polished star 
652617 Evo Points cover gold star



Nautical Star Points and Derby Covers by NYC Choppers
Classic design precision 3D machined for high quality and great looks! Available in 
two color choices for Evo and Twin Cam models.  

Nautical Star Derby Covers
652610 TC Derby cover polished star 
652611 TC Derby cover gold star 
652612 Evo Derby cover polished star 
652613 Evo Derby cover gold star 

Nautical Star Points Covers
652614 TC Points cover polished star 
652615 TC Points cover gold star 
652616 Evo Points cover polished star 
652617 Evo Points cover gold star

RevTech Belt Pulleys

Year FXST Softail Models Width Tooth Nitro 18 ‘Midnight 
Series’

07-13 FXST with 200 tire* 20 mm 66 602765



‘Roll-Your-Own’ Custom Blank Steel Fenders
•	 Fabricate	your	own	custom	fenders	with	these	blank	steel	fenders
•	 made	just	for	the	custom	bike	builder	or	experienced	metal-worker
•	 Permit	you	to	cut,	style	and	create	your	own	front	and/or	rear	fenders
•	 Raw	steel	finish	in	smooth-side	and	round-top	versions
•	 Compatible	with	wheels	from	16"	up	to	21"

Round-Top Rear Fenders with 13 3/8" Radius
88184 Measures 7 1/4"-wide, accepts 16" wheels
88185 Measures 8 1/2"-wide, accepts 16" wheels
88186 Measures 9"-wide, accepts 16" wheels
88187 Measures 10 1/2"-wide, accepts 16" wheels
88188 Measures 11"-wide, accepts 16" wheels
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Thunderbike Solo Seat Brackets
Complete Kit (except seat springs) including mounting kit. The installa-
tion on the injection Softail models requires relocation of the ECM and 
fusebox!
683813 Solo Seat Bracket Twin Cam
683814 Solo Seat Bracket Rocker
683815 Solo Seat Bracket Dyna



Solo Side Bag with Fuel Bottle by LaRosa Design
Whether you run an ol’skool rigid chop with a half gallon peanut tank or you just 
want the reassurance of having a few extra sips of gas along for the ride, these 
new side bags with 30 oz. fuel bottles are a must! Fuel bottle included.
697385 Solo side bag w/bottle for XL 04-13 black
697389 Wide strap solo side w/bottle for XL 04-13 black
697386 Solo side bag w/bottle for Softails and rigids black
697387 Fuel bottle 30 oz. black
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Chrome Bolt Covers
Finish the look of plain exposed knurled sockethead bolts with these chrome-
plated plastic covers.

Smooth Covers

PART # SIZE PACkED

66001 1/4" 20

66002 1/4" 50

66003 1/4" 100

66012 3/8" 20

66005 5/16" 20
Skull Covers

PART # SIZE PACkED

66027 1/4" 20

66031 5/16" 20

66037 3/8" 20



Chrome Swingarm & Axle Cover Sets for 08-13 Softails by 
Küryakyn
Finally someone has come up with an alternative to the downtime and expense of 
outfitting your Softail with a chrome swingarm. 

Complete kits with Lighted Phantom Covers
All the features of the Unlighted sets, but the Phantom covers feature a band of 
rear facing, bright red L.E.D.’s. The L.E.D.’s are single function and can be wired as 
auxiliary running lights, turn signals, or brake lights. For increased visibility.
600719 Fits	All	08-13	Softails	(except	FLSTF	&	FLSTN	the	stock	shotgun	style	exhaust	

has been removed)
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Kustom-Tech Spinner Dipstick
Machined from billet polish brass with stainless steel dipstick, fits all sidefill oil tanks. 
Looks great alone or combined to the K-tech brass spinner style gas cap.
696049 Spinner dipstick

Kustom-Tech Spinner Gas Cap
Machined from billet polished brass these screw-in type gas caps fit all tanks from 
82-13. They look great alone or combined with K-techs brass spinner style oil tank 
plug.
696052 Left Spinner Gas Cap (NON-vented)
696053 Right Spinner Gas Cap (vented)

Kustom-Tech Weld-On Spinner Gas Cap
Kustom Tech spinner style gas cap can be welded to all tanks to give that old school 
look, its all billet machined for steel tanks.
696051 Weld-On Spinner gas cap


